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Abst rac t~In  this paper, we present a shifted method using Householder reflections to calculate the 
lm-gest eigenvalue of a full symmetric matrix. Differing from the QL (or QR) algorithm, the shifted 
method transforms each column independently at each stage of the itorative process. It is therefore 
very suitable for a parallel processing machine. This algorithm is the generalization of a scheme due 
to C.D. LeBudde for the positive definite problems [1,2]. However, our algorithm not only speeds 
up the convergence, but also is sultsble for any symmetric matrix. The algorithm can he used to 
determine the first few largest eigenvalues. We give the convergence analysis and convorgence rate. 
Some numerical results which show the efficiency of the algorithm are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The QL (or QR) algorithm is one of the methods in common use for finding the eigenvalues of a 
symmetric matrix [3,4]. Specially, with the Newton's hift it can be used to calculate the largest 
eigenvalue. However, the QL algorithm needs all elements of the known matrix to form the 
orthogonal matrix (by the Q-L factorization) for the next iterative step. This shows the difficulty 
in parallelism. Another algorithm in common use is the Jacobi's method [5] for determining the 
eigenvalues of full symmetric matrices. It is well-suited for sequential machines, too. Nanda [2] 
considered an iterative method presented by LeBudde [1] for the positive definite eigenproblems. 
This algorithm is a special case of the power method with the initial vector el = (1, 0,. . .  , 0) r . In 
contrast o the power method itself, the algorithm orthogonally transforms the positive definite, 
iterative matrices. In order to calculate the largest eigenvalue of a symmetric indefinite matrix A, 
one should choose a scalar s such that the matrix A + sI is positive definite. Yet the convergence 
speed for the matrix A + sI is slower. 
In this paper, shifts are considered and introduced into the method above. Similar to the 
method discussed by Nanda, the shifted method forms the Householder reflections using the first 
column of the iterative matrix obtained and transforms then each column independently at each 
step. Our algorithm however not only speeds up the convergence, but also is suitable for any 
symmetric matrix. It can be used to compute the first few largest elgenvalues. 
The shifted method will be presented in Section 2. We will offer a way of choicing the optimal 
shifts. In Section 3, we will give the convergence analysis and the convergence rate. Numerical 
results will be given in Section 4. Compared with the algorithm considered by Nanda, our shifted 
scheme is more effective. 
2. THE SHIFTED METHOD 
Let A -- (a O) be a symmetric matrix of order n. We partition A as 
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where a = air, b is a (n - l)-dimensional vector and B is the submatrix of order n -  1. Let {Ai} 
be the spectral set of A: 
~ < ~ < ..._< Am < ~,+l  =""  = ~.. (2.1) 
Denoting by U0 the eigenvector matrix of A, we can rewrite A as 
A = UoAU T, A = diag(,~l,)~2,...,~,,). 
As well known, one could take a Householdian matrix H such that 
H( ; ) - -  - Ja2 + Ilbll2~x, 
where I1" II denote the Euclidian norm of vectors. The Householder reflection H is often taken to 
orthogonally transform A into A: 
= HAH. 
Generally, the Householder eflection H(~), transforming the vector (a -  ~, bT) T to 
-~/ (a  - ~)2 + Ilbll2 e~, can be expressed below. 
2 u(o') u T (o-), 
H(o' )  = I -  i lu(e)l l  2 
u(~)  -- (a - ~ J (a  - o')a + Ilbll 2, bT)  T . 
The scalar ¢ is referred to as a shift. We can take A(¢), a matrix orthogonally similar to A, 
defined by 
A(¢) = H(~r) AH(e).  
In general, if the shift sequence {Ca} is determined, we take 
Al,(~'k) = H(~k)Aa-l(¢a-x)H(e),  for k = 1, 2, . . . ,  
where or0 = 0 and A0(0) = A. This is our shifted method. 
ALGORITHM 2.1. 
1. Define the initial matrix Ao = A = 
bo Bo 
2. For k = O, 1, 2, . . . ,  
2.1 Compute ua and Ha by 
ua = (aa - -~ + J (ah  - ~k) a + IIblP,b~r) T, 
2 
2.2 Define Ab+l by 
-- f ak+l Aa+l = Hk Aa Ha \ bi+l bL, I" B~+l 
The matrices Ah are all orthogonally similar to each other. The reflection of Ah to A0 = 
UoAoUo T
At  = Hk-I Aa- I  Hh-I = Ha-l(Ha-2 Aa-2 Ha-2)Hk-i  - .." (2.2) 
=UaAU T,  
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where 
Ut = Ht - l  Ht-2 ...HoUo 
is a product of orthonormal matrices and hence orthonormal. We are mainly interested in the 
change of the first diagonal element: 
at = e TI Ak el : ¢1 Uk A U~ el. 
Let us denote ft by 
ft ~--" UTe l  • 
Specia l ly ,  we wr i te  fo as 
fo ---- (/~1,]~2,...  ,/~n) T. 
Thus, at -- f~ A ft.  By (2.2), we have 
(A-atI)ft=U~ (bO ) • (2.3) 
This implies that Ilbtll 2 - fT(A - atO2A.  
Obviously, Htez = - (At  -¢ I )  el/O(Ak -¢I)el[I. With this it is easy to show that the following 
recursion formulas hold: 
at+l = at --F (at -- 2o't)llbtll 2 ÷ b T Bt bt 
(at - ¢~t) 2 + llbtll 2 ' 
(A o'I) ft (_1)t+1 t -- Ilj =o( A - o-j I)fo 
/t+l - -  If(A- ~r/)All = II I'[~=o (A -  ~rjl)/oll 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
In other hand, at and [[bt[I can be expressed with the components of f0, {Ai} and {¢j}: 
nt - I i~  ~ri)2,~i/~l 2 
EL~ i , i=o, ,  - (2.6) at  = X..n I_[k_I(A" 
z_., ,=l , , .~=o~ , - ~)2/~ 
Hi=o (~, - "i) ~ (~, - at) ~ ~ (2.7) ilbtll ~ = ZL~ t - !  
ZL1  t - !  1- I i=o  (~, - ~j)2/~ 
Expressions (2.3)-(2.7) are useful for estimating the convergence rate of the shifted algorithm. 
We will often use them. 
The scheme discussed by LeBudde and Nanda is the special shifted algorithm: ~rt -- 0. We call 
it the no-shift method in the following discussion. Its convergence rate is (Am/An) ~ for a positive 
matrix. If A is indefinite, one should take an appropriate number s (s -- [[Alhr for example) 
such that the matrix A + sI is positive definite and then get the eigenvalues of A by solving the 
eigenproblem of A + sI. In this case, the convergence rate is ((A~ + s)/(A, + s)) 2. It may be 
very close to 1 for a large s, and the algorithm may be fail. 
Here we offer a method of choosing the shift sequence {~r} as follows: 
I ( J(at c'~ Bier) 2 + 4[Ibt[l 2) ~=~ at+c~Bkck-  - (2.8) 
where ck is the normalization of bk : ck = bk/llbkll • 
In the next section, we will show that Algorithm 2.1 with the shifts determined by (2.8) 
is convergent for any symmetric matrix A and the first diagonal elements ak of At converge 
generally to the largest eigenvalue of A: 
a;~ --~ An, as k --* c¢. 
ot~t ~ts4~ 
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The corresponding convergence rate is that 
lim < 
k--oo ~=: ' :~k  -- k2) tn  -- '~1 --  Xm 
It will be easy to see that the shifts defined by (2.7) are optimal in each step: 
IX- - ak+x(~k) l  --  m~m IA- -- ak+l(° ' ) [ ,  
where ak+l(Cr) is defined by 
(at  - 2~)llbdl 2 + b~ r nk  bk 
ak+l (O ' )  - -  a t  .4. 
(at  - ~)2 + ilbdl ~ 
3. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS 
In this section, we always assume that ~rk are defined by (2.4). First, we prove the following 
l e ln l l la .  
LEMMX 3.1. Ifbk ~ O, then 
(i) ~k < rain { ak, c r Bk ck } < ak, 
(ii) ak+l - at + [[bdl2/(ak - ~rk ). 
PROOF. With the definition (2,8) of ak it is easy to see that (i) holds. In order to prove (ii), we 
denote g~(¢) by 
gk(~)  - (at  - 2~)llbkll 2 + b r nk  bk 
(ak - ~)2 + ilbkll 2 
The way crt is chosen in (2.8) ensures that ~k is the stationary point of the function gt(~): 
g~(~k) = 0, i.e., ak satisfies the equation: 
(at  - ~)(c~ r Bk ck -- ~) -- Ilbdl 2 = 0. 
This shows 
Ilbdl ~ 
gk(~k)  = ( .k  -- ~k)" 
So by the recursion expression (2.4), (ii) is true. 
Lemmn 3.1 shows that the sequence {ak} is monotone increasing. 
boundedness of {at}: 
l ak l< IIAIIF = 
ensures that {ak } is convergent: 
lim ak = A. 
k--*oo 
Moreover, we can prove that A is an eigenvalue of A. 
THEOREM 3.2. 
(i) I f  there exists k such that bk = 0 and bj ~ 0 for j < k, then 
| 
This together with the 
(ii) I f  bk ~ 0 for all k, then ak < ~ for all k, and 
l im bk ---- 0. l im ak - -  A E {Ai},  
k--*oo k--.co 
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PROOF. The proof of (i) is simple and omitted here. We only prove (ii). 
Since [[bk[[ = (a~+~ - ak)(ak -- ~r~), the convergence of (a~} implies 
lira bt = 0, 
k--*co 
because of the boundedness of (a~ - ~) .  In other hand, we can pick up, from the unit vector 
sequence (f~), a convergent suhsequence {fk~}, and the limit vector f is an unit one. Hence, 
(A - -  Al ) f  "- 0 
by (2.3). This shows ~ ~ (~/}. | 
Furthermore, it can be proven that ~ -- ~, whenever bk is zero or not. In order to do this, we 
denote/~ by 
where m is defined in (2.1). 
THEOREM 3.3. /f/~ ~ 0, then 
~__ 2 P~,+, + ~L+2 +. . .  + ~,~, 
lira a~ = ~.. 
k--*oo 
PROOF. We prove the theorem in two cases. 
(1) If there exists a positive integer k such that b~ = 0 and bj ~ 0 for j < k, then by (2.3) we 
have (A - a~I)fk = 0. This implies 
(An - ak)e~ fk - 0, for i > m. 
From the recursion formula (2.5), we get 
k-1 n k-1 
j=0 imm+l j----.0 
Thus, a~ = ~,. 
(2) If bk ~ 0 for all k, then from Theorem 3.2, lim ak = ~ E {AI). Assume on the contrary 
k-*co that ~ ~ ~,. Let 
~1 _< ..._< ~e-1 < ~p =" .= ~q =,~ < ~q+l ~ "" ~ ~.. 
Obviously, q < m. Applying (2.7), we have 
- E~_- ,  ~-1  
H~=o (~, - ~)~ ~,~ ~=1 ~=o ~-  ~ / 
Since Ilbkll -~ 0 as * - .  o~, we conclude that 
lim y~]"  I ---~ / ~=oo.  (3.1) 
k-..*ooi::lj 0 k~n- -O ' j  
It will produce some contrary results. In fact, denoting 6k by 
~ = min {(~, - ak) 21 h # ~), 
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we have by (2.7) 
+--I 
iib+ll 2 > £+<p. o, ,>+ I[~.---o ~(,~, - ,~)=a+ ~ + l']~=o (,~ - -~) ' ( ,~ - a+) '  £~: ,  ~ I : ; L  +-1 
l-[i =o (~, - " i)~PP 
ak .~ ((,~ -- a+)2 +--1 _ 6,.) I].L+=O(+X _ ~i)2 ~,=p+ ]~2 
I]+=o (~, - -+)++~P 
a,. + ( ( ,~-  a,:) ~ +- I  ( ~- , , ,  ~ + 
- ++) rI++:o ~+=,,  ~'P ~ +X,,.- o'j / 
t-[+=o ~ +  
Note that ~rj < aj <_ ~ < ~,. With this and (3.1) it is easy to show that 
lim b~> lim 5~=min{(A~-A)2  I~A}>0.  
k-+oo - -  k- -*  oo  
It contradicts Theorem 3.2. Hence, the theorem is proven. I 
REMARK 3.4. It is easy to prove that if/3 -- 0, then A, is the largest eigenvalue of B with the 
multiplicity n - m. 
The theorem above guarantees that {a~} always converges to the largest eigenvalue of A pro- 
vided ~ ~ 0. When/3  - 0, {a+} may be converges to another eigenvalue of A. However this case 
does not often happen. In order to estimate the convergence rate of Algorithm 2.1, we always 
assume bk ~ 0 for all k. From (2.6), ~ - a~ can be expressed as follows 
I ' I j=o ()~i - a . / )2(~.  - ,~,)2 ,op (3.2) ,~,, - ak = Z~I  ~-~ 
2;L-1 ~-~ l'I =o (,x, - o..++):' ~?
The following lemma is the base of estimating the rate. 
LEMMA 3.5. ff ~ ~ 0 and b+ ~ 0 for all k, then 
+-~oo ~-: _ ~j ] fl~=O, fo r i - l ,2 , . . . ,m.  
i f0 
PROOF. Applying (3.2), we have 
a.--ak >_ (~.-- ~)  
= (~,,,  - ~ , . )  
'1 - '~"~:=rn- I -1  k -1  - -  I]jffio(,X,, , ,~)~p 
~-~+~l_ 1 k-1 ]I i=o (~, - "~)~? 
+--,+=1 ....+=o X ,, . ,-oi) ,8i + 
The relation gives us that 
+-1 (~_~), 
by Theorem 3.3. Hence, the proof is complete. 
Now let us denote vik by 
~.0 = (~. - ~0)~, 
(~. - .+)~p.  ",+- I I  ~_.~/ 
j--O 
~=o 
for k- -  0 ,1 ,2 , . . . .  
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Lemma 3.5 shows that 
tim r ,k -0  fo r i - l ,2 , . . . ,m.  
' - *co  
LEMMA 3.6. If b\ # O, then 
m 
~(A.-~,)~r,,CAn-A,)'=- ~ r,,r~,(A~-A,)'. 
i----1 l<_i<j_<m 
(3.3) 
PROOF. From (3.2), we have 
E7=1 r , , (  A, - . , ) (An  - A,) 
An - a,+1 = ~7=i  r,,(A, - ~,) + ~(A. - ~,)~" 
On the other hand, with Lemma 3.1, An - a,+1 can be rewritten as 
f '  (A - ¢7I)f, = Eim=l ~,,(An - Ai) 
An - ~,+,  = f :  (AnI - A)(A - ~d)  ~ ET=lr , ,  + aCAn - ,,,,). 
Thus, 
y~ r,,(A, - ~,,)(An - Ai) ,,,, + ~(A. - e,) 
/=1 \/----1 
Hence, we have for k = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  
m 
~(An - ~,) Y~ r,k(An - A,) 2 
,----1 
= Y~ ~,,(An - A,) ~,,(A, - ~k) + ~(A.  - ~,)~ . 
i----1 \'----1 
] = ~(An - ~)  r , , (A .  - ~,)(An - A,) - r , , (A,  - ~,)(An - A,) 
,----1 
m rn  
= ~ r , ,  r~ ,CA, - , , )CAn - A , ) -  ~ r , ,  r~,(A~ - , , )CAn - A,) 
i,j=l /~/=1 
= ~ r,~ r~,CA,- A~)CA. - A,) 
i j r1  
glgt 
= - ~ r,k rik(Ai -- A,) ~. II 
COROLLARY 3.7.  I [A1 = A2 =""  -" Am, ]~ ~ 0 and  ~'~7=1 ~/2 ~ 0, then 
O'o - A1, al = An. 
PROOF. Taking k = 0 in Lemma 3.6, we have 
m 
~(A. - ~o1 ~ r, oCA. - A,) 2 = 0 
/----1 
By hypothesis, r,o = (A1 - ~o)/~.  Hence, 
m 
~(A. - ~o)(A1 - ~o)(A. - A1)' ~ ,~ = 0. 
i=1 
So Jq - ~0 = 0 and e,o = 0 for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m. Thus, An - al = 0 by (3.2). 
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We have shown that bk ~ 0 implies ak < An (Theorem 3.2). With this it easy to see that 
m k-1  
I [ (A , -  ,,~?(A,, - A,)~ > o, 
i=I i=O 
for k = 1,2, . . . .  
Let us denote zik by 
zm = E~=I (A"  _ A=)/~' 
k-1  
l I~=o (A,  - , . i )~(A , ,  - A , )N  
Xik = ~.-~m rTk - l /A  
z_.,=~ .~=o~ . - ~ i )2 (A -  - A , )~.  ~ 
Obviously, 
m 
zik >_ O, and ~ zik = 1 
i=1  
So Lemma 3.6 can be restated as follows: 
for k = O, 1,2, . . . .  
m Ai - o 'k  tx .  
~(A,, -o-k) ~=,k(A , -  ~,)(A,, - A,)= - ~ =,k"~k ~, - , ,  -- A,)'. 
i=1 l<_i<j<m 
Applying (3.3), we obtain 
Denote ~bk(#) and #~ by 
m 
l im '~"  zik(A, -- crk)(A. -- A,) = O. 
i=1  
(3.4) 
- -  0")2 
~7==~ z .=(A .  - A,)A, 
~'; = E;"_- ,  = ,k (A .  - A,) " 
The way v; is taken above ensures that ~g(~;) - 0 and u; E [A1, Am]. Our first result dealing 
with the convergence rate is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.8. //'/~ ~ 0 and bk ~ 0 for a/l k, then 
L--co An -- ak k-.oo 
PROOF. From (3.2) and the definitions of zik and ~bk(~), we have 
I ' [ j=o k^. -o~/  +/~ 
= ~k(~k)~k, 
where r/k ---, 1 as k --* co. It shows that 
An -- ak+l 
lim 
k--oo An - ak 
= tim ~k(¢k).  
k- -oo  
Note that 
~(~)  = -2  E7=1 =,k(A, - ~)(An - A,) 
(An - o.)s 
-2  E7_-1 =,k(A. - A,)(~] - ~) 
(A. - o-)s 
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So there exists ~ = 0.~ + 0t(0.~ - 0.~) such that 
2 ~7~1 Zik(~. - -  ~d) 0k (O'l. - -  0.~) 
where 0k E (0, 1). Obviously ~t _< ~m. Hence, we have 
~(0.k ) - ~(0 . ; )  = 2 E~=I  Xik( ~n -- ~i) Ok (0.k -- 0";) 2 
(~. - ~k)3 
_ _ 2 E7=1 xik(~n - ~i)(  .~i - 0.k)ok (0.k - o.~) 
l-l~n--(~k(0.k) --~k(0.~)) = 0. 
k-*oo 
Applying (3.4), we prove that 
Therefore, the theorem is true. 
P~MARK 3.9. Since 
| 
4dl dm 
min h(z) = for i = 2, 3, m - 1; 
• ~D, (dr + din) 2 '  " " '  
4dl din- 1 
min h(~)= 
zED. (d l+ d in - l )  2" 
It is easy to prove that the minimum of the function h(z) in D must be taken on the bound of D. 
This shows that 
min h(x) - -n~in{zn~h(x)}  - 4dldm 
• ~D (dl  + d,,.)2" 
Hence, the lemma holds when m = p. II 
4dl dm 
min h(z)  = 
zED (dl -}- dm) 2" 
PROOF. We prove the lemma by induction. 
Obviously, the lemma holds for m = 1, 2. Suppose the lemma holds for m < p(p  > 2). Denote 
Dj=(z IzeD, z# =0}. 
Assume now m = p. By the hypothesis, 
4d2 dm 
rain h (z )= 
zeDl (d2 + din) 2 ; 
Then 
m r~ 
(~. - ~) (0 .~ - 0.D -< ~ ~,~(~,, - ~,)(0.~ - 0.D = ~ ~,~(~,, - ~) (~,  - 0.~), 
(3.4) shows that 
lim * -0 .~)=0.  k...co( o.k 
Generally, the shift sequence {0.t} does not converge and hence so does {0.1}. However, {0.~} 
can be used to estimate the convergence rate of our shifted algorithm. 
LEMMA 3.10. Let 0 < dx <_ d2 _< ..- _< d,. De~ne 
D = z = (z l , z2 , . . . , zm)  r [ zi >_ O, zi = 1 , 
i=1 
h(x) = (E~x x, d,) 2 fo~ = ~ D. 
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Now we are in the position to present he convergence rate. 
THEOREM 3.11. /f/~ ~ 0 and bk ~ 0 for all k, then 
An - a'+l ( Am - A1)  ~ 
lim < 
k--,c¢ A,:LSa-kk - 2A: :  ~I I :  Am 
PROOF. According to Theorem 3.8, we need only to prove that 
k--*~ - \2An - A1 - -  Am, ]  " 
Since 
/=1 
and 
z,~ z~(A .  - A~)(A~ - A~) 
/=1 
We rewrite ~bk(¢;) as follows: 
[Ei%l -~k(A. - A~)(A, - Ai) ] 
[E i~ l  z ik(A. - AO 2] 2 
= zik zik(A, - 
/=1 LJ=I 
2 
A,) ~ - (A. - A,) ~ x~k(A. - A~) 
- y~ x,k(A. - A,) 2 ~,~k(A. -- Ai) 
i=1 Lj=l 
(3.5) 
~k(k )  = 1 - E7'_-1 x,~ (A. - A,)2 
Applying Lemma 3.10, we have 
~r* 4(An - Am)(A. - )h) (Am -- At) 2 
~k(k)  < I - (A. - Am + A. -- At) ~ = (2A. -- AI -- A~)~" 
Thus, the inequality (3.5) holds and the theorem is proven, l 
Theorem 3.11 guarantees that the shifted algorithm with the shifts {~k} defined by (2.8) is 
very efficient when An - Am is large. Even A,~ - A,, is small, the algorithm may be fast. For 
example, assume that An - A,n = e and Am - A1 = 26, then 
2Ai -  ~1 - Am = ~ 
But the no-shift algorithm is always fail when A, - A,~ is small. 
4. NUMERICAL  EXPERIMENTS 
All numerical experiments presented here are done on ALR-80486 in double precision. The 
first example that we considered is the 6*6 matrix A0 used in [6]: 
Ao - 
10.0 1.0 0.5 0.25 0.125 ) 
1.0 9.0 0.4 0.2 0.1 ~ 
0.5 0.4 8.0 0.3 0.15 0.I 
0.25 0.2 0.3 7.0 0.5 0.4 " 
0.125 0.1 0.15 0.5 6.0 1.0 
0.I 0.05 0.1 0.4 1.0 5.0 
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We take a motion: 
The eigenvalues of A0 are 
A=Ao+s I .  
~6 = 10.82281848018654, 
~4 = 7.95425505849226, 
~2 = 6.14566924773349, 
~s = 8.39801178051716, 
~3 = 7.29983456729388, 
~t = 4.37941086577673. 
In Table 4.1, we list the iterative numbers of the no-shift method for the positive definite igen- 
problems (NMPE) and our shifted method for the symmetric eigenproblems (SMSE). The con- 
vergence criterion is taken as Ilb~ll < 10-1L As shown in Table 4.1, the motion can change the 
convergence speed of NMPE. But it does not affect SMSE. Generally, the no-shift method is slow 
and may be fail for a large motion s. 
Table 4.1. 
NMPE SMSE 
m = -4  0 30 60 90 120 150 
~e 80 139 573 1007 1441 1875 2308 36 
As 306 598 2792 4986 7179 9373 " 11566 141 
A4 185 389 1919 3449 4979 6509 8039 80 
A~ 80 200 1095 1989 2883 3778 4627 17 
Another convergence criterion taken is that 
]ak -- ak - l [  ~ ~. 
In Table 4.2, we compare the iteration numbers and times under the two criterions for the 
Hilbertien matrix A = (1/(i + j - 1)) + I of order 100, where e = 10 -Is. 
The final experiment is for the matrix A = (aij) of order n: 
I 1 aii  = 2i--'~-1 + - i , aij = i + j - 1' i ~ j .  
It is easy to see that the bigger n is, the more close the largest eigenvalues of A. Table 4.3 shows 
that our shifted algorithm may be slow when ~,  - ~m is small and ~n - ~1 is not small. 
Table 4.2. 
NMPE SMSE 
i 
A n 
An-1 
An-2  
An-3  
An-a  
~n-S 
63 
89 
224 
819 
3670 
>I0000 
33 
47 
111 
376 
1583 
7129 
24 
17 
15 
13 
12 
10 
13 
I0  
9 
7 
7 
6 
t ime 450.72 4.62 2.69 
0ecoad) 
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Table 4.3. 
time 
A. A. -z  A. -2 A . -s  A.-4 (second) 
n = 10 25 125 35 133 26 .28 
20 43 269 73 362 63 1.81 
30 62 297 109 571 98 5.93 
40 80 515 143 763 130 13.95 
50 99 627 175 942 161 26.42 
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